Distributions of Charged Hadrons Associated with High Transverse Momentum Particles in pp and Au Au Collisions at s NN p 200 GeV
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) predicts a phase transition between hadronic matter and quark-gluon plasma at a critical energy density of 1 GeV=fm 3 [1] . Such a phase transition is being actively pursued at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC). High transverse momentum (p ? ) particles, emerging from hard scatterings, lose energy while traversing and interacting with the medium being developed in heavy-ion collisions. Energy loss results in jet quenching [2] -suppressions of hadron yield and back-toback angular correlation at high p ? . Such suppressions were observed in central Au Au collisions at RHIC [3, 4] and attributed to final state interactions when no suppression was seen in d Au [5] . Perturbative QCD model calculations invoking parton energy loss require 30 times the normal nuclear gluon density in order to account for the central Au Au results [6] .
The depleted energy at high p ? must be redistributed to low p ? particles [7, 8] . Reconstruction of these particles will constrain models describing production mechanisms of high p ? particles, and may shed light on the underlying energy loss mechanism(s) and the degree of equilibration of jet products with the medium.
This Letter presents results from statistical reconstruction, via two-particle angular correlations, of charged hadrons in 0:15 < p ? < 4 GeV=c associated with a high p ? ''trigger'' particle in pp and Au Au collisions at s NN p 200 GeV. Two p ? windows for trigger particles,
< p trig
? < 6 GeV=c and 6 < p trig ? < 10 GeV=c, are presented. The latter range is expected [9, 10] to provide a purer, though much lower statistics, sample of hard scattering products. Results are reported as a function of centrality for Au Au collisions and the associated hadron p ? .
Analysis.-The STAR experiment [11] is well suited for this measurement due to significant pseudorapidity () and complete azimuthal () coverage. The STAR Time Projection Chamber (TPC) resides in a magnetic field of 0.5 T along its cylindrical axis (equal to the beam direction). Events with a reconstructed primary vertex within 25 cm longitudinally of the TPC center are used. The Au Au events are divided into 7 centrality classes as in [4] .
High p ? trigger particles are selected with j trig j < 0:7 and DCA (distance of closest approach to the primary vertex) <1 cm. Other particles in the event with jj < 1:0 and DCA < 2 cm are paired with each trigger particle to form ÿ trig and ÿ trig distributions. The primary vertex is included in the momentum fit of the associated particles, but not for trigger particles to minimize weak decay background.
Combinatorial coincidences are removed by subtracting mixed-event background of the same centrality bin, so that detector nonuniformities should affect signal and background distributions in the same way. The effect of elliptic flow (v 2 ) is included by multiplying the Au Au mixedevent background by 1 2v 2 p trig ? v 2 p ? cos2 [12] . The mixed events may not precisely match the underlying background in events with a trigger particle, e.g., due to different centrality distributions within each analyzed bin. Hence, an additional p ? -independent factor (1.46 for pp and 0.995-1.000 for Au Au) has been applied to the background before subtraction, in order to normalize it to the measured distribution within 0:8 < jj < 1:2 for 0:15 < p ? < 4 GeV=c. Figure 1 compares the background-subtracted and distributions for pp vs central Au Au collisions, including [1(a) and 1(c)] or excluding [1(b) and 1(d) ] the softest associated particles. The distributions are corrected for single-particle (and, in the case of , for two-particle) acceptance and efficiency, and are normalized per detected trigger particle. The distributions in 1(b) support the qualitative conclusions of [4] , exhibiting nearside ( 0) and awayside ( ) jet peaks, with the latter strongly suppressed by jet quenching in central Au Au.
Comparison of 1(a) and 1(b) shows that more soft associated hadrons are found per trigger particle in central Au Au than in pp, on both the near and away sides. Inclusion of the soft particles broadens the peaks, especially on the away side. Indeed, the awayside strength for central Au Au in 1(a) is no longer even ''jetlike,'' but is rather consistent in shape with the A ÿ B cos dependence expected [13] for purely statistical momentum balance of the nearside jet.
For associated hadrons within the nearside region, the distributions shown in Figs sured range for both pp and Au Au-the latter are shown in (c)-as expected when a broad range of parton momenta contribute to jet production. This flat distribution, combined with the limited TPC coverage (jj < 1:4), implies that we cannot hope to recover the full awayside momentum needed to balance the nearside jets.
To accommodate the features in Fig. 1 , we define nearside (jj < 1:0, jj < 1:4) and awayside (jj > 1:0, jj < 1:0) regions for the remaining analysis. We integrate the correlation peaks as measures of associated charged hadron multiplicities (N ch ). We obtain p ? magnitude sum (P ? P p ? ), which approximates associated energy, and vector sum (P ? P p ? cos) from the p ? -weighted and distributions multiplied by 1:58 0:08 [14] to account for the undetected neutrals. The hp trig ? i is then added in P ? andP ? for the near side.
Systematic errors.- Table I lists the major sources of systematic uncertainties in N ch . (1) The acceptance and efficiency correction has a 10% uncertainty. (2) In constructing the background, we use the average of the v 2 results from the modified reaction plane (v 2 fMRPg) [15] and 4-particle (v 2 f4g) [16] methods and assign the difference as uncertainty. For the 80%-60% and 5%-0% centralities where v 2 f4g are unavailable, we estimate v 2 f4g v 2 fMRPg=2. Relatively small uncertainties arise on the away side because the integration range is much broader than =2 and the background normalization is correlated with the v 2 correction used. (3) Uncertainties in background normalization for 0:15 < p ? < 4 GeV=c are estimated by varying the region for normalization. (4) An additional (single-sided) uncertainty due to possible p ? -dependent differences between the mixed-event and true background is estimated by comparing to results using p ? -dependent background normalization. The systematic errors from the preceding sources are added in quadrature, separately for the positive and negative uncertainties.
Results.- Figure 2 shows N ch and P ? in pp and as a function of centrality (the charged hadron dN ch =d) in Au Au collisions for the two p respectively. With the same hp trig ? i trigger particle, N ch and P ? increase from pp to central Au Au for both the near and away sides, and for both p trig ? selections. Our results include nearly all associated hadrons on the near side but, as noted above, only the fraction within our acceptance on the away side. We find the away to near side jP ? j ratio 40%, independent of system or centrality. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the p ? distributions of associated charged hadrons for 4 < p trig ? < 6 GeV=c in pp, peripheral 80%-40% and central 5%-0% Au Au collisions. The Au Au to pp spectra ratios (AA=pp) are depicted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) . In the systematic uncertainties for AA=pp, sources (1), (3), and (4) in Table I [4] , and are significantly enhanced at low p ? .
AA=pp cannot be readily compared to the analogous I AA defined in [4] , due to differences in integration ranges and methodology: e.g., the I AA prescription in [4] omits twoparticle acceptance corrections, and thereby suppresses long-range correlation signals that may contribute to AA=pp after mixed-event and elliptic flow subtractions. To permit quantitative comparison, we also extract I AA using the same procedures and momentum range (2 < p ? < 4 GeV=c) as in [4] [4] primarily due to our use of reduced v 2 values and a more stringent primary vertex cut for pp. The systematic errors quoted for I AA are from v 2 and background uncertainties, the latter estimated by fitting to observed distributions over several ranges beyond the default 0:75 < < 2:24 used in [4] . Figure 4 shows the centrality dependence of hp ? i of the awayside associated hadrons. For both p trig ? selections, hp ? i drops rapidly with increasing centrality, while that of inclusive hadrons (i.e., without trigger particle selection, in curve) rises. The trend toward convergence of the hp ? i for these two samples may indicate a progressive equilibration of the awayside associated hadrons with the bulk medium from peripheral to central collisions.
Discussion.-High p ? hadrons arise predominantly from jets in pp and peripheral Au Au collisions [2] , but softer production mechanisms [9, 10] In the context of hard parton scattering and subsequent energy loss, high p trig ? particles select preferentially dijets produced near the medium surface [4] . The nearside jet traverses and interacts with a minimal amount of matter. No broadening relative to pp is observed for the nearside correlation. The observed broadening in is possibly due to transverse and/or longitudinal flow of the medium [17] . More hadrons and energy accompany the same hp trig ? i trigger particle in central Au Au than in pp. This could be the net effect of modest parton energy loss softening the resulting jet fragmentation function [8] , plus energy pickup from the medium, part of which becomes correlated with the trigger through processes such as recombination [10] , scattering, or flow [17] .
The awayside jet traverses a large amount of matter. Significant energy loss occurs, depleting high p ? and enhancing low p ? fragments. Energy transferred from high to low p ? results in an increase in the total associated hadron multiplicity. seem to drive particles from the two sources, jet fragmentation and the bulk medium, toward equilibration. This may in turn imply a high degree of thermalization within the medium itself.
Conclusions.-We have reported results on statistical reconstruction, via two-particle angular correlations, of charged hadrons in 0:15 < p ? < 4 GeV=c associated with particles of p trig ? > 4 GeV=c in pp and Au Au collisions at RHIC. For a given trigger momentum hp trig ? i, associated hadron multiplicity and p ? magnitude sum increase from pp to central Au Au collisions. The transverse momentum distributions of associated hadrons, while similar in shape on the near side, are significantly softened on the away side in central Au Au relative to pp. The hp ? i of the awayside associated hadrons decreases with centrality, and becomes not much larger than that of inclusive hadrons, indicating a progressive equilibration between the awayside hadrons and the medium. The results are qualitatively the same for 4 < p trig ? < 6 GeV=c and 6 < p trig ? < 10 GeV=c, and are qualitatively consistent with modification of jets in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC.
